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About This Game

Fortix 2 is best described as a reverse turret defense game. As Sir Fortix, the knight, you must conquer castles while dodging
tower turrets and evil monsters.
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This game is sooo enjoyable! its also srsly a good choice if you dont want to use your mouse! I play it on my toaster lap top, it
works smoothly and its alot of fun.. Much cleaner and easier to play than the first, I liked tons more. It manages to up the
challenge with new enemies and strategies and it includes the maps from the first one so you can enjoy them on the new engine.
For $2 it's a great arcade game.. This is quite the little gem here. It being one of the cheapest games on steam with trading cards
I bought it thinking I would just get the cards and uninstall it into the deep unkown realms of my game library. However out of
boredem (and a lack of internet connection or power) I gave it a shot and I must say this truly a fun game. At first I was like DA
FUQ ARE THESE CONTROLS, AINT NO ONE GOT TIME FO DAT. But then I switched the controls to keyboard and it
was much better and I reccomend anyone who plays this to use the keyboard instead of mouse. As soon as I got the hang of it I
was hooked. Yes the graphics are 2D and not anything worth mentioning but it played very smooth and the controls were very
responsive. The goal of the game is like a reverse tower defense; you hae to destroy turrents and capture land by creating
squares of land until you reach the turrets. Along the way (higher levels) things such as dragons and bats are introduced which
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invoke a feeling of "u2665u2665u2665u2665 I thought I was good at a game for once" or "Damn
u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 I JUST ATE". But let me tell you that as annoying as these u2665u2665u2665u2665ers are
(particulary bats), they add alot more dynamic gameplay to the game. 1st hour of playing I liked it. 2nd hour of playing I loved it
3rd hour myu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665was out and hard 4th hour Cops called, I left my shades up while masturbating
vigoriously.. Fortix 2 is a direct sequel to Fortix. The gameplay is essentially the same. Graphics are improved and the maps are
more challenging. One nice addition is you now have to collect keys to open the next part of the map. This makes each map
longer and more difficult. The game has a high amount of replayability as you will want to get a "perfect" rating for each map.
Addictive and a lot of fun, for $1.99 you will easily get a bunch of hours sunk into this little gem.. Fortix 2 Review - Raymond
K. Turcotte When i first saw Fortix 2, i was dissapointed for many reasons. The Graphics were different, it's too colorful and it
looks like a childs game. Now that i have returned to it, and avoided my previous opinion of the Game. It's somewhat enjoyable.
It's not half bad actually. I like the fact that you can actually "Run" in this game rather then the first one. They also added keys,
sheilds and New power ups. I understand that a "New" company took it over, 'I get it', i'm just a little sad about that. I love the
first one, but not so much the second one. I myself wouldn't recommend this game. But i'm gonna say if you bought Fortix 1
first you will have the same opion as me. But hey' it's decent I recommend this, if you haven't played the first one. If you have,
you won't want to play this.
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